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Yearling Books, United States, 2009. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Reprint. 190 x 130 mm.
Language: English . Brand New Book. A five-star mystery now in paperback! Ted and Kat watched
their cousin Salim board the London Eye, but after half an hour it landed and everyone trooped off
except Salim. Where could he have gone? How on earth could he have disappeared into thin air?
Ted and his older sister, Kat, become sleuthing partners, since the police are having no luck.
Despite their prickly relationship, they overcome their differences to follow a trail of clues across
London in a desperate bid to find their cousin. And ultimately it comes down to Ted, whose brain
works in its own very unique way, to find the key to the mystery. This is an unput-downable spine-
tingling thriller a race against time. Everything rings true here, the family relationships, the quirky
connections of Ted s mental circuitry, and, perhaps most surprising, the mystery. Booklist, Starred
The best mysteries have at their centers gifted but very human sleuths their abilities balanced by
equally significant flaws or idiosyncrasies. This one is no exception. The Horn Book Magazine,
Starred.
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Very helpful to all type of individuals. It really is rally interesting throgh looking at time. Its been designed in an extremely basic way which is just soon after
i finished reading this pdf through which basically modified me, change the way i believe.
-- Tyshawn Brekke-- Tyshawn Brekke

The publication is easy in read through preferable to fully grasp. It is writter in simple phrases instead of hard to understand. You will not sense monotony
at at any moment of your respective time (that's what catalogs are for concerning if you request me).
-- Kevin Bergstrom Sr.-- Kevin Bergstrom Sr.
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